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Abstract
A non-perturbative anti-normal quantization of relativistic Yang-
Mills fields with a compact semisimple gauge group entails an infinite
discrete bosonic energy-mass spectrum of gauge bosons in the frame-
work of Gelfand nuclear triples. The quantum spectrum is bounded
from below and has a positive mass gap. The spectrum is both Poincare
and gauge invariant.1
In memoriam
F. A. Berezin (1931-1980), I. M. Gelfand (1913 - 2009),
and I. E Segal (1918 - 1998)
1 Introduction
1.1 Yang-Mills problem
This paper offers a mathematically rigorous quantum Yang-Mills theory on
Minkowski 4-space with an infinite and discrete energy-mass quantum bosonic
spectrum for any compact semisimple gauge group. This Lagrangian theory
12010 MSC: Primary 81T08, 81T13; Secondary 60H40, 46G20.
Key words and phrases. 7th Millennium Problem,Yang-Mills fields, non-linear quantiza-
tion, infinite-dimensional analysis, infinite-dimensional pseudodifferential operators, bosonic
spectrum.
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is non-perturbative and ghostless. It is also Higgsless but requires an infinite
anti-normal renormalization.
As an application, the theory gives a solution for the 7th of the Clay Math-
ematics Institute ”Millennium Prize Problems” (JAFFE-WITTEN [21]):
Prove that for any compact (semi-)simple global gauge group,
a nontrivial quantum Yang-Mills theory exists on R1+3 and has
a positive mass gap. Existence includes establishing axiomatic
properties at least as strong as the Wightman axioms of the ax-
iomatic quantum field theory. (Slightly edited)
Thus the problem is twofold:
A. To develop a sufficiently strong mathematically rigorous nontrivial quan-
tum Yang-Mills theory on the Minkowski space-time.
B. To deduce from that theory that there is a positive mass gap in the quan-
tum energy-mass spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons.
A mass gap for weak and strong forces is suggested by experiments in ac-
cordance with Hideki Yukawa’s principle: A limited force range indicates a
massive carrier. The heuristic standard model of bosonic particles provides
masses via a putative classical (i.e., non-quantum) Higgs mechanism.
Wightman axioms have been formulated in 1950’s to establish a rigorous
mathematical framework for quasi mathematical relativistic quantum field
theories of physicists. Not quite ”self-evident”, the axioms are inspired by
mathematical properties of free quantum scalar local fields, the operator-
valued solutions of the linear relativistic Klein-Gordon equation with con-
stant coefficients (see, e.g., REED-SIMON[25, Section IX.8], STROCCHI[30]).
Wightman’s quantum mass is the positive bottom spectral gap of a joint uni-
tary representation of the translation subgroup of Poincare symmetries of the
equation. The quantum fields are solutions with values in self-adjoint opera-
tors on ”physical Hilbert space” of the representation.
The classical relativistic equations of the standard model include relativis-
tic quasi linear Yang-Mills equations for vector fields with components in
gauge compact semi-simple Lie groups. Due to the additional gauge sym-
metry, Yang-Mills equations are overdetermined , a serious challenge even
for classical solutions theory. Even more so for Wightman axioms, since
the analogous unitary representations are impossible (see, e.g, STROCCHI[30,
Appendix A2]).
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Wightman axioms are non-dynamical (cp., [25, Page 215]), i.e., neither
Lagrangian, nor Hamiltonian. But the concept of mass is dynamical. A rel-
ativistic Lagrangian theory of classical fields is described by the Noether
energy-momentum relativistic vector Pµ . Its mass m > 0 is a relativistic
scalar, provided that
m2 ≡ Pµ Pµ ≡ P0P0−PkPk ≡ P0P0−P1P1−P2P2−P3P3 > 0, (1)
i.e., Pµ is a time-like vector.
The energy-mass time component P0 is not a Poincare scalar and Ein-
stein’s equation m = P0 holds only if the momentum Pk = 0, i.e., in the distin-
guished rest Lorentz frames where the energy-momentum vector is along the
time axis.
The Yang-Mills energy-momentum 4-vector is time-like (see GLASSEY-
STRAUSS [17]) in spite of physicists statement that gauge bosons propagate
with the light speed ( by [17], this holds for the energy-mass density only
asymptotically as t → ∞). In particular, the functional P0 on the Yang-Mills
solutions is preserved by time translations in Poincare distinguished frames.
This paper presents a rigorous quantization of the functional P0 in the
Yang-Mills distinguished frames and the temporal gauge.
Any Poincare frame is relativistically equivalent to a Yang-Mills distin-
guished frame, and any gauge is equivalent to a temporal gauge. Since the
quantization is invariant with respect to the residual Poincare and gauge sym-
metries, the bosonic spectrum and its spectral gap are Poincare and gauge
invariants.
The quantization is performed in a Gelfand triple of infinite-dimensional
White Noise calculus (cp. HIDA ET AL[20] and OBATA[24]).
The bosonization method (see the companion paper DYNIN[12]) allows
further supersymmetric generalizations.
1.2 Outline
A1. In the temporal gauge, Yang-Mills fields (i.e., solutions of relativistic
Yang-Mills equations) are in one-one correspondence with their con-
strained Cauchy data. Thus a relativistic Yang-Mills theory on Minkowski
spacetime is equivalent to a Euclidean gauge theory on R3.
A2. This parametrization of the classical Yang-Mills fields is advantageous
in two ways:
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• The Cauchy data carry a positive definite scalar product.
• The non-linear constraint equation for the Cauchy data is elliptic.
The elliptic equation is solved via a gauge version of classical Helmholtz
decomposition of vector fields. The solution provides a global lineariza-
tion of the non-linear constraint manifold.
A3. In the line of I. Segal’s quantization program on a space of Cauchy data
(see, e.g., SEGAL[27]) along with Bogoliubov-Shirkov-Schwinger’s pre-
scription BOGOLIUBOV-SHIRKOV [5, Chapter II]). The quantization of
the conserved rest energy-mass functional is chosen to be anti-normal
(aka anti-Wick or Berezin quantization).
B1. Via an infinite-dimensional extension of AGARVAL-WOLF[1]’s symbolic
calculus we show that the corresponding Weyl symbol of the anti-normal
energy-mass operator contains a quadratic mass term which is absent in
the energy-mass functional.
B2. The expectation functional of the anti-normal energy-mass operator ma-
jorizes the expectation functional of a shifted number operator.
This allows to split off the bosonically irreducible invariant spacess.
The corresponding bosonic spectrum is infinite and discrete.
1.3 Contents
Section 2 reviews basics of classical Yang-Mills dynamics.
Section 3 describes polynomial operators and their symbols in Gelfand
nuclear triples.
Section 4 defines bosonic energy-mass spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons
and presents a proof that it is infinite, discrete, and grows at least as an arith-
metical progression.
Section 5 is a sketch of mathematical and physical signposts.
All new defined terms in the text are introduced via emphasizing in italics.
The beginning and the end of a proof are marked by ⊲ and ⊳.
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2 Classical dynamics of Yang-Mills fields
2.1 Gauge groups
The global gauge group G of a Yang-Mills theory is a connected semi-simple
compact Lie group with the Lie algebra Ad(G).
The notation Ad(G) indicates that the Lie algebra carries the adjoint rep-
resentation Ad(g)X = gXg−1,g ∈G,a ∈ Ad(G), of the group G and the cor-
responding self-representation ad(X)Y = [X ,Y ], X ,Y ∈ Ad(G). Then Ad(G)
is identified with a Lie algebra of skew- symmetric matrices and the matrix
commutator as Lie bracket with the positive definite Ad-invariant scalar prod-
uct
X ·Y ≡ Trace(XTY ), (2)
where XT =−X denotes the matrix transposition (see, e.g., ZHELOBENKO[31,
section 95]).
Let the Minkowski space M be oriented and time oriented with the Minkowski
metric signature (1). In a Minkowski coordinate systems xµ ,µ = 0,1,2,3,
the metric tensor is diagonal. In the natural unit system, the time coordinate
x0 = t. Thus (xµ) = (t,xi), i = 1, 2, 3.
The local gauge group G is the group of infinitely differentiable G-valued
functions g(x) on M with the pointwise group multiplication. The local gauge
Lie algebra Ad(G ) consists of infinitely differentiable Ad(G)-valued func-
tions on M with the pointwise Lie bracket.
G acts via the pointwise adjoint action on Ad(G ) and correspondingly on
A , the real vector space of gauge fields A = Aµ(x) ∈ Ad(G ).
Gauge fields A define the covariant partial derivatives
∂AµX ≡ ∂µX − ad(Aµ)X , X ∈ Ad(G ). (3)
This definition shows that in the natural units gauge connections have the
mass dimension 1/[L].
Any g ∈ G defines the affine gauge transformation
Aµ 7→ Agµ : = Ad(g)Aµ − (∂µg)g−1, A ∈A , (4)
so that Ag1Ag2 = Ag1g2 .
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2.2 Yang-Mills fields
Yang-Mills curvature tensor F(A) is the antisymmetric tensor
F(A)µν : = ∂µ Aν −∂νAµ − [Aµ ,Aν ]. (5)
The curvature is gauge covariant:
∂AµAd(g) = Ad(g)∂Aµ , Ad(g)F(A) = F(Ag). (6)
The Yang-Mills Lagrangian
L =−(1/4)F(A)µν ·F(A)µν (7)
is invariant under gauge transformations.
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is a 2nd order non-linear par-
tial differential equation ∂AµF(A)µν = 0, called the Yang-Mills equation
∂µ Fµν + [Aµ ,Fµν ] = 0. (8)
The solutions A are Yang-Mills fields. They form the on-shell space M of the
classical Yang-Mills theory.
From now on we assume that all space derivatives of gauge fields A =
A(t,xk) vanish faster than any power of xkxk as xkxk → ∞, uniformly with
respect to bounded t. (This condition does not depend on a Lorentz coordinate
system.) Let AdG denote the local Lie algebra of such gauge fields and G
denote the corresponding infinite dimensional local Lie group.
Then 3-dimensional integration of the divergence-free Noether current
vector fields leads to Noether relativistic and gauge invariant on shell con-
servation laws. The 15-dimensional conformal group of symmetries of Yang-
Mills equation produces 15 independent non-trivial conservation laws (see,
e.g., GLASSEY-STRAUSS [17]). Four of them are the conservation of the
energy-momentum relativistic vector.
On the other hand, gauge invariance of Yang-Mills equation under infinite
dimensional group G produces no non-trivial conservation law. In particular,
such Yang-Mills fields are colorless (see, e.g., GLASSEY-STRAUSS [17]).
In a Lorentz coordinate system we have the following matrix-valued time-
dependent fields on R3:
Gauged electric vector field E(A)≡ (F01,F02,F02),
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Gauged magnetic pseudo vector field B(A)≡ (F23,F31,F12).
Now the (non-trivial) energy-mass conservation law is that the time compo-
nent
P0(A)≡
∫
d3x(1/2)(E i ·Ei +Bi ·Bi) (9)
of the relativistic Noether’s energy-momentum vector is constant on-shell.
Appropriately, P0(A) has the mass dimension.
At the same time, by Glassey-Strauss Theorem [17], the energy-mass
density (1/2)(E i ·Ei +Bi ·Bi) scatters asymptotically along the light cone as
t → ∞. This is a mathematical reformulation of the physicists assertion that
Yang-Mills fields propagate with the light velocity.
2.3 First order formalism
Rewrite the 2nd order Yang-Mills equations (8) in the temporal gauge A0(t,xk)=
0 as the 1st order systems of the evolution equations for the time-dependent
A j(t,xk), E j(t,xk) on R3 as
∂tAk = Ek, ∂tEk = ∂ jF jk −[A j,F jk ], F jk = ∂ jAk−∂kA j−[A j,Ak]. (10)
and the constraint equations
[Ak,Ek] = ∂ kEk, i.e., ∂k,AEk = 0 (11)
By GOGANOV-KAPITANSKII [19], the evolution system is a semilinear first
order partial differential system with finite speed propagation of the initial
data, and the Cauchy problem for it with initial data at t = 0
a(xk) ≡ A(0,xk), e(xk) ≡ E(0,xk) (12)
is globally and uniquely solvable on the whole Minkowski space M.
Actually, GOGANOV-KAPITANSKII proved this without any restriction on
Cauchy data at the infinity.
As a functional of Cauchy data, the energy-mass functional (9) is
Λ(a,e) =
∫
R3
d3x
(
(da− [a,a]) · (da− [a,a]) + e · e
)
(13)
If the constraint equations are satisfied at t = 0, then, in view of the evolution
system, they are satisfied for all t automatically. Thus the 1st order evolution
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system along with the constraint equations for Cauchy data is equivalent to
the 2nd order Yang-Mills system. Moreover the constraint equations are in-
variant under time independent gauge transformations. As the bottom line,
we have
Proposition 2.1 In the temporal gauge Yang-Mills fields A are in one-one
correspondence with their gauge transversal Cauchy data (a,e) satisfying the
equation ∂ae = 0.
Let A 0 = A 0(R3) denote the real L 2-space of Cauchy gauge vector
fields a on R3. The associated Sobolev-Hilbert spaces (see, e.g., SHUBIN[29,
Section 25]) are denoted A s, s ∈ R. The intersection A ∞0 ≡
⋂
s A
s is a nu-
clear Frechet space of smooth a with the anti-dual union A −∞ ≡⋃s A −s.
Let G s, s > 3/2, be the infinite dimensional Frechet Lie groups with the
Lie algebras A s s > 3/2.
The intersection G ∞ ≡ ⋂s G s is an infinite dimensional Lie group with
the nuclear Lie algebra A ∞. The local gauge transformations ag by g ∈ G ∞
define continuous left action G ∞×A s →A s−1.
Local gauge transformations
a
g
k = Ad(g)ak− (∂kg)g−1, g ∈ G ∞, a ∈A s, (14)
define continuous left action of G s on A s.
The Sobolev-Hilbert spaces E s of smooth Cauchy gauge electric fields
e on R3 with the corresponding action eg of the local gauge group G ∞ are
defined the same way.
By DELL’ANTONIO-ZWANZIGER [7], we have
Proposition 2.2 Let G 0 denote the completion of G ∞ with respect to the nat-
ural L 2-metric on the transformations of E 0. Then
1. The gauge action of G ∞ on A ∞ × E ∞ has a unique extension to the
continuous action of G 0 on
C
0 ≡ A 0×E 0. (15)
2. The gauge orbits of this action are closures of G ∞-orbits.
3. On the orbit of every e the Hilbert L 2-norm ‖ag‖ attains the absolute
minimum at some gauge equivalent connection a˘ ∈A 0.
4. Minimizing connections a˘ are weakly divergence free: ∂ ka˘k = 0.
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2.4 Gauged vector calculus
Let U s denote the Sobolev-Hilbert spaces Ad(G)-valued functions u on R3.
Consider the continuous vector calculus operators gauged by a ∈A ∞
Gauged gradient
grada : U s → E s−1, gradau ≡ ∂ku− [ak,u], (16)
Gauged divergence
diva : E s →U s−1, divae ≡ ∂kek − [ak,ek], (17)
Gauged Laplacian
△a : U s →U s−2, △a ≡ divaugradau, (18)
The 1st order partial differential operators −grada and diva are adjoint with
respect to the L 2 scalar product:
〈 −gradau | v 〉 = 〈u | divav〉. (19)
The gauge Laplacian △a is a 2nd order partial differential operator. Since its
principal part is the usual Laplacian △, the operator △a is elliptic.
Proposition 2.3 The gauge Laplacian△a is an invertible operator from U s+2
onto U s for all s≥ 0.
Lemma 2.1 △au = 0, u ∈U 10 , if and only if u = 0.
⊲ u · [a,u] =−Trace(uau−uua) = 0 so that
u ·grada u = u ·gradu = (1/2)grad(u ·u) = 0. (20)
This shows that for u ∈U 10 we have gradau = 0 if and only if u = 0. ⊳
Next, by the equality (19),
〈△au | u〉 = 〈 −gradau | gradau 〉, u ∈U 10 . (21)
Thus △au = 0, u ∈U 10 , if and only if u = 0. ⊳
Both Laplacian △ and gauge Laplacian △a map U s+2 into U s.
The Laplace operator is invertible from U s+2 onto U s whatever s ≥ 0 is.
Since △−△a is a 1st order differential operator, the operator △a : U s+2 →
U s is a Fredholm operator of zero index. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the inverse
△−1a : U s →U s+2 exists for all s ≥ 0. ⊳
Now proposition 2.3 shows that the operator diva : U s →U s−1 is surjec-
tive and the operator grada : U s →U s−1 is injective. Therefore,
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Theorem 2.1 The gauged Helmholtz operator
Pa ≡ grada△−1a diva (22)
is an L 2-orthogonal projector of U s onto the space of gauge longitudinal
vector fields, i.e., the range of the operator grada : U s+1 →U s.
The operator 1−Pa is an L 2 bounded projector of U s onto the space
of gauge transversal vector fields, i.e., the null space of the operator diva :
U s →U s−1.
⊲ Both Pa and 1−Pa are pseudodifferential operators of order 0, and, there-
fore are L 2- bounded.
By computation,
P†a = Pa, P2a = Pa, Pagrada = grada, diva(1−Pa) = 0.
3 Yang-Mills bosonic spectrum
3.1 Gelfand triple of consraints
Let T ∞a ⊂ E ∞ denote the nuclear Frechet space of gauge transversal gauge
electric vector fields ea ≡ e−Pa(e), and T 0 be its completion in E 0.
The family of orthogonal projectors a 7→ Pa is a continuous mapping of
A ∞ to the algebra of bounded operators on E 0. Since for a sufficiently close
to ao the operators 1−Pa+Pao are invertible and PaPao = Pa(1−Pa+Pao))Pao ,
the continuous mappings PaPao : Pao(E 0)→ Pa(E 0) are invertible. Thus the
vector bundle T 0 of the gauge transversal spaces T 0a is a locally trivial real
vector bundle over A ∞.
Since the projectors Pa are pseudodifferential operators, the vector bundle
T ∞ of T ∞a is a locally trivial the bundle over A ∞.
Gauge invariance of the constraint manifold of Cauchy data under the
(residual) gauge group implies the gauge covariance of projectors 1−Pa, and
so of the bundles. Since a Hilbert bundle structure group is smoothly con-
tractible (see KUIPER[23]), the bundle T 0 is isomorphic to the trivial gauge
covariant Hilbert space bundle over its base: an isomorphism is defined by
a smooth family of orthonormal bases of the bundle fibers. All such trivial-
isations intertwine with the action of the residual gauge group. They define
linearly isomorphic global Hilbert coordinate charts on the constraint Cauchy
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data manifold C 0 ∼= A 0×T 00 along with the natural Gelfand nuclear triple
of real topological vector spaces
C : C ∞ ≡A ∞0 ×T ∞0 ⊂ C 0 ≡A 0×T 0 ⊂ C−∞ ≡A −∞0 ×T −∞0 . (23)
where C ∞ is a nuclear Frechet space of smooth (a,eo), and C−∞0 is the dual
of C ∞0 , with the duality defined by the inner product in C 0.
The assignment (a,eo) 7→ z = (1/√2)(a+ ieo) converts the real Gelfand
triple (23) into the complex Gelfand triple
CC : C
∞
C ⊂ C 0C ⊂ C−∞C , (24)
so that ℜCC ≡A and ℑCC ≡ To are its real and imaginary parts.
The complex conjugation
z∗ = (1/
√
2)(a+ ieo)∗ ≡ (1/
√
2)(a− ieo), z 7→ z∗ : CC → C−∞C (25)
The (anti-linear on the left and linear on the right) Hermitian form z∗w defined
on by C 0
C
z∗z ≡ (1/2)
∫
d3x (a ·a+ eo · eo) (26)
is extended to the anti-duality between C ∞
C
and , C −∞
C
. Accordingly, the no-
tation z is reserved for the elements of the former space , and the notation z∗
for the elements of the latter space.
3.2 Quantization
The nuclear Gelfand triple CC is a standard Hida triple of White Noise calcu-
lus (cp. HIDA ET AL[20]). Its canonical quantization (see, e.g., OBATA[24])
is a Gelfand triple with complex conjugation
(CC) : (CC)
∞ ⊂ (CC)0 ⊂ (CC)−∞. (27)
carrying the canonical representation of CC by continuous linear transforma-
tions of z and z∗ into adjoint linear operators of creation and annihilation
zˆ : (CC)
∞ → (CC)∞, ẑ∗ : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, (28)
ẑ∗
†
: (CC)
∞ → (CC)∞, zˆ† : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, (29)
assuming
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1. Bosonic commutation relation
[ζ̂ ∗†, zˆ] = ζ ∗z. (30)
2. Existence of a unique unit fiducial real state Ω0 ∈ (CC)∞ (aka vacuum
state) such that
zˆ†Ω0 = 0 = ẑ∗
†Ω0. (31)
3. The set of the coherent states
Ωz ≡
∞
∑
n=0
(1/n!)zˆnΩ0 ∈ (CC)∞ (32)
is total, i.e., if Ψ∗Ωz = 0 for all Ωz then Ψ = 0. Furthermore,
Ω∗ζ Ωz = eζ
∗z (33)
The S-transforms (OBATA[24]) (cp. generating functionals BEREZIN[2]) of
Ψ∗ ∈ (CC)−∞ and Ψ ∈ (CC)∞ and
Ψ∗(z) ≡ Ψ∗Ωz, Ψ(z∗)) ≡ (Ωz)∗Ψ (34)
are entire functionals correspondingly on C ∞
C
and C−∞
C
.
By the characterization theorems (see, e. g., OBATA, [24, Theorems 3.7
and 3.6]) S-transform is a topological linear isomorphism of (C ∞
C
) onto the
topological algebra with the point-wise multiplication of entire functionals
of the bornological order 2 and type 0 on C−∞
C
, as well as a topological lin-
ear isomorphism of (C−∞
C
) onto the topological algebra with the point-wise
multiplication of entire functionals of the topological order 2 on C ∞
C
.
2
The identities
ˆζ †Ω∗z (30)= (ζ ∗z)Ω∗z , ˆζ Ω∗z (33)= ∂ζ Ω∗z , (35)
imply, by (34), their adjoints
ˆζ Ψ(z∗) = (z∗ζ )Ψ(z∗), ˆζ †Ψ(z∗) = ∂ζ ∗Ψ(z∗). (36)
Henceforth we use Einstein’s convention for tensor contraction along con-
jugated continual indices:
Φ∗(z)Ψ(z∗) ≡ Φ∗Ψ. (37)
2Interpretation is mine. A.D.
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The bosonic quantization of the direct product
C : C ∞
C
×C ∞C ⊂ C 0C×C 0C ⊂ C−∞C ×C
−∞
C
(38)
with the complex conjugation (z∗,w)∗ ≡ (w∗,z) produces the sesquilinear
Gelfand triple (C). The corresponding coherent states are
Ω(z∗,w) = ΩzΩw∗. (39)
3.3 Operator symbols
Creators and annihilators generate strongly continuous abelian operator groups
in (CC)∞ and (CC)−∞ parametrized by ζ and ζ ∗:
e
ˆζ : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞, e ˆζ Ψ(z∗) = eζ Ψ(z∗); (40)
e
ˆζ † : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞, e ˆζ †Ψ(z∗) = Ψ(ζ ∗+ z∗); (41)
eζ̂ ∗ : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, eζ̂ ∗Ψ(z) = eζ ∗ Ψ(z); (42)
eζ̂ ∗
†
: (CC)
−∞ → (CC)−∞, eζ̂ ∗
†
Ψ(z) = Ψ(z+ζ ). (43)
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff commutator formula entails from (30)
e
ˆζ+ ˆζ † = e−ζ ∗ζ/2e ˆζ †e ˆζ : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞. (44)
Sesquientire functionals Θ(ζ ∗,η) ∈ (C)−∞ are uniquely defined by their re-
strictions Θ(ζ ∗,ζ ) to the real part ℜC∞ of C∞.
Normal, Weyl,anti-normal quantizations of sesquientire functionals are
the continuous linear operators from (CC)∞ to (CC)−∞ defined (in the con-
tinual Einstein’s contraction notation over ℜC∞) as
Θ̂n ≡ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ e ˆζ † , Θ̂w ≡ Θw(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ+ ˆζ † , Θ̂a ≡ Θan(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ †e ˆζ . (45)
The coherent states matrix element of Θ̂n at Ωv = Ωv(z∗), Ωu = Ωu(z∗)
(Ωv)∗Θ̂nΩu = (Ωv)∗Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ e ˆζ †Ωu (46)
= (e
ˆζ †Ωv)∗Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )(e ˆζ †eu) (47)
= (eζ ∗wΩv)∗ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )(eζ ∗uΩu) (48)
= (Ωv)∗(ev
∗ζ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )eζ ∗uΩu) (49)
= Θn(u∗,v)ev
∗u, (50)
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where Θn(u∗,v) is the S-transform of Θn(ζ ∗,ζ ). Its restriction Θn(z∗,z) to
ℜC∞ is the normal symbol of the operator Θ̂n.
Any continuous linear operator Q from (CC)∞ to (CC)−∞ is, by Grothendieck
kernel theorem, the normal quantization of a unique ΘQn (z∗,z) ∈ ℜ(C)−∞.
Then, by (44), Q is also the Weyl and anti-normal quantizations of unique
classical variables ΘQw(z∗,z) and ΘQan(z∗,z). Their S-transforms ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ )
and ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ) are the Weyl and antinormal symbols of the operator Q.
Moreover, by (44), (45), and (36), we get infinite-dimensional versions
of Weierstrass transforms (cp.AGARWAL-WOLF[1, formulas (5.29), (5.30),
(5.31), page 2173]):
ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e−(1/2)∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQn (ζ ∗,ζ ), (51)
ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e−∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQn (ζ ∗,ζ ), (52)
ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e(1/2)∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ), (53)
where the Laplacian ∆ ≡ ∂ζ ∂ζ ∗ is the S-transform of the multiplication oper-
ator ΘQ(z∗,z) 7→ (z∗z)ΘQ(z∗,z).
Since z = (1/
√
2)(a+ ieo), this is the continuous Gross-Laplace operator
(see, e.g, OBATA[24, Section 5.3])
∆ = ∂ 2a + ∂ 2eo : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞. (54)
By (44) and (46), the matrix element of Θ̂an
(Φ)∗Θ̂anΨ = (Ψ)∗Θan(z∗,z)ezˆ
†
ezˆΨ (55)
= (ezˆΦ)∗Θan(z∗,z)(ezˆΨ = (ez
∗zΨ)∗Θan(z∗,z)(ez
∗zΨ) (56)
= (Φ)∗(ez
∗zΘan(z∗,z)ez
∗z)Ψ (57)
= (Φ)∗Θan(z∗,z)Ψ = Θan(z∗,z)(Φ)∗(z)Ψ(z∗). (58)
The latter implies
Proposition 3.1 The expectation
〈Θ̂an〉 ≥ inf Θan(z∗,z). (59)
An operator Q is a polynomial operator if its normal symbol (and then
the other symbols) is a continuous polynomial on C ∗
C
×CC, and, in particular,
belongs to B∞.
Equations (40) – (43) imply (cp. OBATA[24, Section 4.4])
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Proposition 3.2 Polynomial operators are continuous linear transformations
of (CC)∞ into itself and of (CC)−∞ into itself.
Furthermore, their operator products of polynomial operators are poly-
nomial.
The number operator N ≡ zˆẑ∗† : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞ and (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞
has the symbols
ΩNn (z∗,z) = zz∗, ΩNw(z∗,z) = zz∗+1/2, ΩNan(z∗,z) = zz∗+1. (60)
The eigenspaces Nn, n = 0,1,2, ..., of N with the corresponding eigenvalue
n is the space of continuous homogeneous polynomials of degree (n-bosonic
states).
In particular, the constant vacuum state Ψ0 ≡ 1 corresponds to the eigen-
value n = 0. In general, homogeneous polynomials of degree n on a complex
vector space are functionals whose restrictions to finite dimensional complex
vector subspaces are finite dimensional homogeneous polynomials of degree
n.
The triple (CC) is the topological orthogonal sum of n-bosonic Gelfand
triples
N
∞
n ⊂ N 0n ⊂N −∞n , n = 0,1,2, .... (61)
3.4 Energy-mass bosonic spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons
The energy-mass functional (13) on smooth transversal Cauchy data with
minimizing a˘
Λ(a˘,e) =
∫
R3
d3x
(
(da˘− [a˘, a˘]) · (da˘− [a˘, a˘]) + e · e
)
(62)
=
∫ 3
R
d3x
(
da˘ ·da˘ +[a˘, a˘] · [a˘, a˘] + e · e
)
(63)
has no cubic terms since, by Proposition 2.2, the minimizing connections a˘
are divergence free. Thus, by gauge invariance, the energy-mass functional is
positive.
Henceforth we deal only with minimizing connections removing the ”breves”
from the notation.
Let the quantum Yang-Mills energy-mass operator H : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞
be the anti-normal quantization of the energy-mass functional Λ:
ΘHan(a,e) ≡ Λ(a,e) = Λ(z∗,z), ζ = a+ ie, ζ ∗ = aT − ieT , (64)
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i.e., Λ is the anti-normal symbol of H.
The expectation functional on non-zero (CC)∞ ∈ (CC)∞ of a polynomial
operator Q is
〈Q〉(Ψ)≡ Ψ∗QΨ/Ψ∗Ψ. (65)
Proposition 3.3 There exists a constant scalar field C on R3 such that the
expectation functional
〈H〉 ≥ 〈N〉 + 〈C〉, (66)
where N is the number operator (60).
⊲
(A) Let M be the operator with the non-negative anti-normal symbol
ΩMan(z∗,z) ≡
∫
R3
d3x ([a,a] · [a,a]+ e · e). (67)
Then, by (59) and (63).
〈H〉 ≥ 〈M〉. (68)
(B) Let bi be a basis for Ad(G) with bi · b j = δi j. Then the structure
constants cki j = [bi,b j] · bk are anti-symmetric under interchanges of i, j,k.
Thus if a = aibi ∈ Ad(G) then
a ·a = Trace(ata) = −aicki jalc jk j = aicki jalckl j, (69)
so that
[a,a] · [a,a] = aia jalam [bi,b j] · [bl,bm] (70)
= aia jalamcki jc
k
l j = ∑
k
(aia jcki j)
2, (71)
and the Gross Laplacian (54)
∆([a,a] · [a,a]) (69)= 2a ·a. (72)
Then there is a constant scalar field C such that the Weyl symbol of the oper-
ator M
ΘMw (a,e)
(53),(72)
=
∫
R3
d3x
(
[a,a] · [a,a] + a ·a + e · e) + 1/2 + C. (73)
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(C) The Weyl quantization of [a,a] · [a,a] is the operator of multiplication with
[a,a] · [a,a] ≥ 0 in the ”(a,e)-representation” of the canonical commutation
relations (cp. AGARWAL-WOLF[1, Section VII, page 2177]). In paricular, its
expectation functional is non-negative.
(D) By (60), ∫
R3d3x (a ·a + e · e) + 1/2 is the anti-normal symbol of the
number operator N.
Thus
〈M〉 ≥ 〈N〉 + 〈C〉. (74)
The propostion follows from the inequalities (68) and (74). ⊳
Operfator H is a polynomial symmetric operator with non-negative expec-
tation functional. By OBATA[24, Proposition 4.5.5], a polynomial operator
cannot be bounded on (CC)0. However, H has a unique Friedrichs extension
to an unbounded self-adjoint operator on that Hilbert space. Proposition 3.3
implies via the variational mini-max principle (see, e.g., BEREZIN-SHUBIN[4,
Appendix 2,Proposition 3.2]) that its spectrum is degenerate along with the
spectrum of the number operator.
To remove the degeneracy, consider the n-particle spaces N ∞n as elemen-
tary bosons of spin n. Then define the bosonic spectrum of H as the non-
decreasing sequence of its spectral values
λn(H)≡ inf{〈H〉(Ψ), Ψ ∈N ∞n }. (75)
Proposition 3.3 implies the enhanced titular
Theorem 3.1 The bosonic spectrum of Yang-Mills energy-mass operator H
is infinite and discrete, i.e., each λn(H) has a finite multiplicity.
The spectral values grow at least in the arithmetical progression:
λn(H) ≥ n + constant, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (76)
4 Signposts
4.1 Beyond Hilbert spaces
Almost immediately after W. Heisenberg’s (1925) and E. Shro¨dinger’s (1926)
formulations of quantum mechanics von Neumann (1932) and Weyl (1931)
created corresponding new mathematics.
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Von Neumann defined and named Hilbert spaces to honor Hilbert theory
of quadratic forms. He replaced the latter by (unbounded) self-adjoint opera-
tors on such spaces to represent quantum observables.
Independently, Weyl’s quantization rule converts classical observables into
partial differential operators. Following up quantization rules proposed by R.
Glauber, E. Sudarshan, et al, along with their formal calculus, were general-
ized by AGARWAL-WOLF[1]. Mathematically, the calculus is related to theory
of pseudodifferential operators. (see, e.g., SHUBIN[29, Chapter 4]).
Even up to this day quantum field theory has remained mathematically
challenged. Actually, P. Dirac was not fascinated with Hilbert spaces pre-
ferring his own bra-ket formalism inspired by duality principle in projective
geometry. Furthermore Hilbert space became a Procrustean bed even in quan-
tum mechanics with finite degrees of freedom. Instead, one may mathemati-
cally describe the bra-ket duality in terms of nuclearly rigged Hilbert spaces,
aka nuclear Gelfand triples based on A. Grothendieck’s topological nuclear
spaces (1955). Applications of the nuclear L. Schwartz triples S (Rn) ⊂
L 2 ⊂ S ′(Rn) to Gelfand-Kostyuchenko spectral expansion of self-adjoint
partial differential operators and to generalized random processes have been
initiated by I. Gelfand already in 1955. From that time the systematic re-
placement of Hilbert spaces with nuclear triples (aka nuclearly rigged Hilbert
spaces) became a Gelfand doctrine.
The white noise analysis, launched by T. Hida in 1975, acts on Gelfand
triples of Hida spaces of test and generalized functionals ( Dirac’s ket and bra
states) over Schwartz triples (see, e.g., HIDA ET AL[20], OBATA[24]).
4.2 Polynomial operators
An algebra of finite-dimensional pseudodiferential operators, introduced in
DYNIN[10], and refined by J. Kohn and L. Nirenberg (1965) et al, has become
a powerful tool for spectral theory of partial differential operators (see, e.g.,
SHUBIN[29]).
Originally, the symbols were the normal ones but J. Kohn and L. Niren-
berg noticed parallels with Weyl symbols. In physics literature the latter were
generalized by E. Wigner (1932) for quantum statistical mechanics, and then
by R. Glauber and E. Sudarshan (1963) for statistical quantum optics of new
born lasers. In particular, E. Sudarshan introduced anti-normal symbols. A
general theory of symbols (still in finite degrees of freedom and formal) was
presented in 1970 by AGARWAL-WOLLF[1].
In quantum field a mathematical theory of normal symbols was introduced
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in 1965 by BEREZIN[2]. By 1994 it was completed in the T. Hida’s white
noise calculus framework of Gelfand nuclear triples (see OBATA[24, Chapter
4]) where polynomial operators are prominent.
In BEREZIN[3] anti-normal symbols were interpreted as compressed mul-
tiplication operators (still in finite dimensions) becoming a powerful tool in
theory of pseudodifferential operators. A generalization to quantum field the-
ory was sketched in DYNIN[11]. In the present paper it is completely refur-
bished.
4.3 Quantization of non-linear systems
This paper combines I. Segal’s approach to constructive quantization of non-
linear hyperbolic systems (see, e.g., (SEGAL[27]) with the quantization pos-
tulate of BOGOLIUBOV-SHIRKOV[5, Section 9.4]).
The Segal’s program was to canonically quantize the shell, i.e., solutions
space of the partial differential system, rather than conventionally its classi-
cal solutions. The basic idea was that the solutions space is a ” differential
manifold” with a natural symplectic form defined by the Cauchy data. 3
It was suggested the symplectic form may be the Peierls skew-symmetric
form of solutions for the tangential linear hyperbolic equations defined by
their Green functions (see, e.g., [8]).4
Meanwhile SEGAL[28] established weak hyperbolicity of temporally gauged
Yang-Mills equations, so that the solutions space may be parametrized by
their constrained initial data. As shown in the present paper the constrained
initial data form an infinite dimensional Ka¨ler manifold (as suggested by Se-
gal himself).
The classical Yang-Mills energy-mass functional of the initial data is the
time component of the time-independent Noether’s energy-momentum func-
tional. In the first order formalism the Gelfand triple (24) it becomes the Yang-
Mills Hamiltonian functional of canonically adjoint test fields (a,eo). Note,
the usual constrains of the Hamiltonian (cp., e.g. FADDEEV-SLAVNOV[13,
Section III.2]) are resolved via the initial data trivialization. This leads to
various ghostless quantum Yang-Mills Hamiltonians, the continuous linear
operators on the test and generalized functionals on (24). A conventional
3For starters, he constructed Segal’s prequantization of arbitrary simply connected finite-
dimensional symplectic manifold, the precursor of the powerful geometric quantization.
4 SEGAL[27] prequantized arbitrary simply connected finite-dimensional symplectic man-
ifold, the start of the powerful geometric quantization.
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normal quantization may produce operators that are not bounded from below
even with non-negative normal symbols so that an infinite renormalization is
necessary (see, e.g, GLIMM-JAFFE[18]). The infinite renormalization via the
anti-normal quantization achieves the semi-boundedness of the expectation
functionals.
Furthermore, the anti-normal quantum Hamitonian has an infinite and dis-
crete bosonic spectrum.
Conventional quantum field dynamics looks for second quantized solu-
tions of classical non-linear equations with all ensuing problems of renor-
malization. Feynman integration over classical histories without far reaching
mathematical justification is just a notation for divergent perturbation series.
The series terms are computed via Feynman diagrams of bosonic particles in-
teractions. Essentially, this is a detour that is neither a field theoretical, nor
quantum mechanical.
Instead, following SCHWINGER[26] we consider quantum dynamic of clas-
sical histories z(t)∈C ∞
C
via the linear quantized Schro¨dinger equation for the
transition amplitudes 〈z(t)|z(0)〉 ≡ Ω∗z(t)Ωz(0)
d
dt 〈z(t)|z(0)〉) = −iH〈z(t)|z(0)〉. (77)
The equation has a unique solution in the form of a mathematically rigorous
anti-normal Feynman type integral over histories (see DYNIN[12]).
4.4 Physics relations
I. Segal’s worked on his paper [27] during his stay at the University of Copen-
hagen (1959) in the footsteps of W. Heisenberg announcement (1958) of his
universal purely non-linear theory of self-interaction of quantum spinor fields.
Segal’s goal was to overcome mathematical defects of Heisenberg ’s work.
A similar approach (based on supersymmetric Peierls-Poisson bracket)
was undertaken by the physicist B. DeWitt whose lifework was has been sum-
marized in two volumes DEWITT[8]. This monograph has rich contents but is
not mathematically rigorous.
Segal himself never saw a mathematical completion of his program but
was instrumental in igniting the Cauchy problem theory for classical Yang-
Mills fields (seeSEGAL[28]).
Recent physical papers by FRASCA[14] and KHOLODENKO[22] gave in-
tricate Higgsless arguments for existence of a positive mass gap in QCD. Un-
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fortunately, neither gave a complete argument for the mathematical existence
of quantum Yang-Mills theory.
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Abstract
A non-perturbative anti-normal quantization of relativistic Yang-
Mills fields with a compact semisimple gauge group entails an infinite
discrete bosonic energy-mass spectrum of gauge bosons in the frame-
work of Gelfand nuclear triples. The quantum spectrum is bounded
from below and has a positive mass gap. The spectrum is both Poincare
and gauge invariant.1
In memoriam
F. A. Berezin (1931-1980), I. M. Gelfand (1913 - 2009),
and I. E Segal (1918 - 1998)
1 Introduction
1.1 Yang-Mills problem
This paper offers a mathematically rigorous quantum Yang-Mills theory on
Minkowski 4-space with an infinite and discrete energy-mass quantum bosonic
spectrum for any compact semisimple gauge group. This Lagrangian theory
12010 MSC: Primary 81T08, 81T13; Secondary 60H40, 46G20.
Key words and phrases. 7th Millennium Problem,Yang-Mills fields, non-linear quantiza-
tion, infinite-dimensional analysis, infinite-dimensional pseudodifferential operators, bosonic
spectrum.
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is non-perturbative and ghostless. It is also Higgsless but requires an infinite
anti-normal renormalization.
As an application, the theory gives a solution for the 7th of the Clay Math-
ematics Institute ”Millennium Prize Problems” (JAFFE-WITTEN [21]):
Prove that for any compact (semi-)simple global gauge group,
a nontrivial quantum Yang-Mills theory exists on R1+3 and has
a positive mass gap. Existence includes establishing axiomatic
properties at least as strong as the Wightman axioms of the ax-
iomatic quantum field theory. (Slightly edited)
Thus the problem is twofold:
A. To develop a sufficiently strong mathematically rigorous nontrivial quan-
tum Yang-Mills theory on the Minkowski space-time.
B. To deduce from that theory that there is a positive mass gap in the quan-
tum energy-mass spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons.
A mass gap for weak and strong forces is suggested by experiments in ac-
cordance with Hideki Yukawa’s principle: A limited force range indicates a
massive carrier. The heuristic standard model of bosonic particles provides
masses via a putative classical (i.e., non-quantum) Higgs mechanism.
Wightman axioms have been formulated in 1950’s to establish a rigorous
mathematical framework for quasi mathematical relativistic quantum field
theories of physicists. Not quite ”self-evident”, the axioms are inspired by
mathematical properties of free quantum scalar local fields, the operator-
valued solutions of the linear relativistic Klein-Gordon equation with con-
stant coefficients (see, e.g., REED-SIMON[25, Section IX.8], STROCCHI[30]).
Wightman’s quantum mass is the positive bottom spectral gap of a joint uni-
tary representation of the translation subgroup of Poincare symmetries of the
equation. The quantum fields are solutions with values in self-adjoint opera-
tors on ”physical Hilbert space” of the representation.
The classical relativistic equations of the standard model include relativis-
tic quasi linear Yang-Mills equations for vector fields with components in
gauge compact semi-simple Lie groups. Due to the additional gauge sym-
metry, Yang-Mills equations are overdetermined , a serious challenge even
for classical solutions theory. Even more so for Wightman axioms, since
the analogous unitary representations are impossible (see, e.g, STROCCHI[30,
Appendix A2]).
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Wightman axioms are non-dynamical (cp., [25, Page 215]), i.e., neither
Lagrangian, nor Hamiltonian. But the concept of mass is dynamical. A rel-
ativistic Lagrangian theory of classical fields is described by the Noether
energy-momentum relativistic vector Pµ . Its mass m > 0 is a relativistic
scalar, provided that
m2 ≡ Pµ Pµ ≡ P0P0−PkPk ≡ P0P0−P1P1−P2P2−P3P3 > 0, (1)
i.e., Pµ is a time-like vector.
The energy-mass time component P0 is not a Poincare scalar and Ein-
stein’s equation m = P0 holds only if the momentum Pk = 0, i.e., in the distin-
guished rest Lorentz frames where the energy-momentum vector is along the
time axis.
The Yang-Mills energy-momentum 4-vector is time-like (see GLASSEY-
STRAUSS [17]) in spite of physicists statement that gauge bosons propagate
with the light speed ( by [17], this holds for the energy-mass density only
asymptotically as t → ∞). In particular, the functional P0 on the Yang-Mills
solutions is preserved by time translations in Poincare distinguished frames.
This paper presents a rigorous quantization of the functional P0 in the
Yang-Mills distinguished frames and the temporal gauge.
Any Poincare frame is relativistically equivalent to a Yang-Mills distin-
guished frame, and any gauge is equivalent to a temporal gauge. Since the
quantization is invariant with respect to the residual Poincare and gauge sym-
metries, the bosonic spectrum and its spectral gap are Poincare and gauge
invariants.
The quantization is performed in a Gelfand triple of infinite-dimensional
White Noise calculus (cp. HIDA ET AL[20] and OBATA[24]).
The bosonization method (see the companion paper DYNIN[12]) allows
further supersymmetric generalizations.
1.2 Outline
A1. In the temporal gauge, Yang-Mills fields (i.e., solutions of relativistic
Yang-Mills equations) are in one-one correspondence with their con-
strained Cauchy data. Thus a relativistic Yang-Mills theory on Minkowski
spacetime is equivalent to a Euclidean gauge theory on R3.
A2. This parametrization of the classical Yang-Mills fields is advantageous
in two ways:
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• The Cauchy data carry a positive definite scalar product.
• The non-linear constraint equation for the Cauchy data is elliptic.
The elliptic equation is solved via a gauge version of classical Helmholtz
decomposition of vector fields. The solution provides a global lineariza-
tion of the non-linear constraint manifold.
A3. In the line of I. Segal’s quantization program on a space of Cauchy data
(see, e.g., SEGAL[27]) along with Bogoliubov-Shirkov-Schwinger’s pre-
scription BOGOLIUBOV-SHIRKOV [5, Chapter II]). The quantization of
the conserved rest energy-mass functional is chosen to be anti-normal
(aka anti-Wick or Berezin quantization).
B1. Via an infinite-dimensional extension of AGARVAL-WOLF[1]’s symbolic
calculus we show that the corresponding Weyl symbol of the anti-normal
energy-mass operator contains a quadratic mass term which is absent in
the energy-mass functional.
B2. The expectation functional of the anti-normal energy-mass operator ma-
jorizes the expectation functional of a shifted number operator.
This allows to split off the bosonically irreducible invariant spacess.
The corresponding bosonic spectrum is infinite and discrete.
1.3 Contents
Section 2 reviews basics of classical Yang-Mills dynamics.
Section 3 describes polynomial operators and their symbols in Gelfand
nuclear triples.
Section 4 defines bosonic energy-mass spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons
and presents a proof that it is infinite, discrete, and grows at least as an arith-
metical progression.
Section 5 is a sketch of mathematical and physical signposts.
All new defined terms in the text are introduced via emphasizing in italics.
The beginning and the end of a proof are marked by ⊲ and ⊳.
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2 Classical dynamics of Yang-Mills fields
2.1 Gauge groups
The global gauge group G of a Yang-Mills theory is a connected semi-simple
compact Lie group with the Lie algebra Ad(G).
The notation Ad(G) indicates that the Lie algebra carries the adjoint rep-
resentation Ad(g)X = gXg−1,g ∈G,a ∈ Ad(G), of the group G and the cor-
responding self-representation ad(X)Y = [X ,Y ], X ,Y ∈ Ad(G). Then Ad(G)
is identified with a Lie algebra of skew- symmetric matrices and the matrix
commutator as Lie bracket with the positive definite Ad-invariant scalar prod-
uct
X ·Y ≡ Trace(XTY ), (2)
where XT =−X denotes the matrix transposition (see, e.g., ZHELOBENKO[31,
section 95]).
Let the Minkowski space M be oriented and time oriented with the Minkowski
metric signature (1). In a Minkowski coordinate systems xµ ,µ = 0,1,2,3,
the metric tensor is diagonal. In the natural unit system, the time coordinate
x0 = t. Thus (xµ) = (t,xi), i = 1, 2, 3.
The local gauge group G is the group of infinitely differentiable G-valued
functions g(x) on M with the pointwise group multiplication. The local gauge
Lie algebra Ad(G ) consists of infinitely differentiable Ad(G)-valued func-
tions on M with the pointwise Lie bracket.
G acts via the pointwise adjoint action on Ad(G ) and correspondingly on
A , the real vector space of gauge fields A = Aµ(x) ∈ Ad(G ).
Gauge fields A define the covariant partial derivatives
∂AµX ≡ ∂µX − ad(Aµ)X , X ∈ Ad(G ). (3)
This definition shows that in the natural units gauge connections have the
mass dimension 1/[L].
Any g ∈ G defines the affine gauge transformation
Aµ 7→ Agµ : = Ad(g)Aµ − (∂µg)g−1, A ∈A , (4)
so that Ag1Ag2 = Ag1g2 .
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2.2 Yang-Mills fields
Yang-Mills curvature tensor F(A) is the antisymmetric tensor
F(A)µν : = ∂µ Aν −∂νAµ − [Aµ ,Aν ]. (5)
The curvature is gauge covariant:
∂AµAd(g) = Ad(g)∂Aµ , Ad(g)F(A) = F(Ag). (6)
The Yang-Mills Lagrangian
L =−(1/4)F(A)µν ·F(A)µν (7)
is invariant under gauge transformations.
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is a 2nd order non-linear par-
tial differential equation ∂AµF(A)µν = 0, called the Yang-Mills equation
∂µ Fµν + [Aµ ,Fµν ] = 0. (8)
The solutions A are Yang-Mills fields. They form the on-shell space M of the
classical Yang-Mills theory.
From now on we assume that all space derivatives of gauge fields A =
A(t,xk) vanish faster than any power of xkxk as xkxk → ∞, uniformly with
respect to bounded t. (This condition does not depend on a Lorentz coordinate
system.) Let AdG denote the local Lie algebra of such gauge fields and G
denote the corresponding infinite dimensional local Lie group.
Then 3-dimensional integration of the divergence-free Noether current
vector fields leads to Noether relativistic and gauge invariant on shell con-
servation laws. The 15-dimensional conformal group of symmetries of Yang-
Mills equation produces 15 independent non-trivial conservation laws (see,
e.g., GLASSEY-STRAUSS [17]). Four of them are the conservation of the
energy-momentum relativistic vector.
On the other hand, gauge invariance of Yang-Mills equation under infinite
dimensional group G produces no non-trivial conservation law. In particular,
such Yang-Mills fields are colorless (see, e.g., GLASSEY-STRAUSS [17]).
In a Lorentz coordinate system we have the following matrix-valued time-
dependent fields on R3:
Gauged electric vector field E(A)≡ (F01,F02,F02),
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Gauged magnetic pseudo vector field B(A)≡ (F23,F31,F12).
Now the (non-trivial) energy-mass conservation law is that the time compo-
nent
P0(A)≡
∫
d3x(1/2)(E i ·Ei +Bi ·Bi) (9)
of the relativistic Noether’s energy-momentum vector is constant on-shell.
Appropriately, P0(A) has the mass dimension.
At the same time, by Glassey-Strauss Theorem [17], the energy-mass
density (1/2)(E i ·Ei +Bi ·Bi) scatters asymptotically along the light cone as
t → ∞. This is a mathematical reformulation of the physicists assertion that
Yang-Mills fields propagate with the light velocity.
2.3 First order formalism
Rewrite the 2nd order Yang-Mills equations (8) in the temporal gauge A0(t,xk)=
0 as the 1st order systems of the evolution equations for the time-dependent
A j(t,xk), E j(t,xk) on R3 as
∂tAk = Ek, ∂tEk = ∂ jF jk −[A j,F jk ], F jk = ∂ jAk−∂kA j−[A j,Ak]. (10)
and the constraint equations
[Ak,Ek] = ∂ kEk, i.e., ∂k,AEk = 0 (11)
By GOGANOV-KAPITANSKII [19], the evolution system is a semilinear first
order partial differential system with finite speed propagation of the initial
data, and the Cauchy problem for it with initial data at t = 0
a(xk) ≡ A(0,xk), e(xk) ≡ E(0,xk) (12)
is globally and uniquely solvable on the whole Minkowski space M.
Actually, GOGANOV-KAPITANSKII proved this without any restriction on
Cauchy data at the infinity.
As a functional of Cauchy data, the energy-mass functional (9) is
Λ(a,e) =
∫
R3
d3x
(
(da− [a,a]) · (da− [a,a]) + e · e
)
(13)
If the constraint equations are satisfied at t = 0, then, in view of the evolution
system, they are satisfied for all t automatically. Thus the 1st order evolution
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system along with the constraint equations for Cauchy data is equivalent to
the 2nd order Yang-Mills system. Moreover the constraint equations are in-
variant under time independent gauge transformations. As the bottom line,
we have
Proposition 2.1 In the temporal gauge Yang-Mills fields A are in one-one
correspondence with their gauge transversal Cauchy data (a,e) satisfying the
equation ∂ae = 0.
Let A 0 = A 0(R3) denote the real L 2-space of Cauchy gauge vector
fields a on R3. The associated Sobolev-Hilbert spaces (see, e.g., SHUBIN[29,
Section 25]) are denoted A s, s ∈ R. The intersection A ∞0 ≡
⋂
s A
s is a nu-
clear Frechet space of smooth a with the anti-dual union A −∞ ≡⋃s A −s.
Let G s, s > 3/2, be the infinite dimensional Frechet Lie groups with the
Lie algebras A s s > 3/2.
The intersection G ∞ ≡ ⋂s G s is an infinite dimensional Lie group with
the nuclear Lie algebra A ∞. The local gauge transformations ag by g ∈ G ∞
define continuous left action G ∞×A s →A s−1.
Local gauge transformations
a
g
k = Ad(g)ak− (∂kg)g−1, g ∈ G ∞, a ∈A s, (14)
define continuous left action of G s on A s.
The Sobolev-Hilbert spaces E s of smooth Cauchy gauge electric fields
e on R3 with the corresponding action eg of the local gauge group G ∞ are
defined the same way.
By DELL’ANTONIO-ZWANZIGER [7], we have
Proposition 2.2 Let G 0 denote the completion of G ∞ with respect to the nat-
ural L 2-metric on the transformations of E 0. Then
1. The gauge action of G ∞ on A ∞ × E ∞ has a unique extension to the
continuous action of G 0 on
C
0 ≡ A 0×E 0. (15)
2. The gauge orbits of this action are closures of G ∞-orbits.
3. On the orbit of every e the Hilbert L 2-norm ‖ag‖ attains the absolute
minimum at some gauge equivalent connection a˘ ∈A 0.
4. Minimizing connections a˘ are weakly divergence free: ∂ ka˘k = 0.
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2.4 Gauged vector calculus
Let U s denote the Sobolev-Hilbert spaces Ad(G)-valued functions u on R3.
Consider the continuous vector calculus operators gauged by a ∈A ∞
Gauged gradient
grada : U s → E s−1, gradau ≡ ∂ku− [ak,u], (16)
Gauged divergence
diva : E s →U s−1, divae ≡ ∂kek − [ak,ek], (17)
Gauged Laplacian
△a : U s →U s−2, △a ≡ divaugradau, (18)
The 1st order partial differential operators −grada and diva are adjoint with
respect to the L 2 scalar product:
〈 −gradau | v 〉 = 〈u | divav〉. (19)
The gauge Laplacian △a is a 2nd order partial differential operator. Since its
principal part is the usual Laplacian △, the operator △a is elliptic.
Proposition 2.3 The gauge Laplacian△a is an invertible operator from U s+2
onto U s for all s≥ 0.
Lemma 2.1 △au = 0, u ∈U 10 , if and only if u = 0.
⊲ u · [a,u] =−Trace(uau−uua) = 0 so that
u ·grada u = u ·gradu = (1/2)grad(u ·u) = 0. (20)
This shows that for u ∈U 10 we have gradau = 0 if and only if u = 0. ⊳
Next, by the equality (19),
〈△au | u〉 = 〈 −gradau | gradau 〉, u ∈U 10 . (21)
Thus △au = 0, u ∈U 10 , if and only if u = 0. ⊳
Both Laplacian △ and gauge Laplacian △a map U s+2 into U s.
The Laplace operator is invertible from U s+2 onto U s whatever s ≥ 0 is.
Since △−△a is a 1st order differential operator, the operator △a : U s+2 →
U s is a Fredholm operator of zero index. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the inverse
△−1a : U s →U s+2 exists for all s ≥ 0. ⊳
Now proposition 2.3 shows that the operator diva : U s →U s−1 is surjec-
tive and the operator grada : U s →U s−1 is injective. Therefore,
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Theorem 2.1 The gauged Helmholtz operator
Pa ≡ grada△−1a diva (22)
is an L 2-orthogonal projector of U s onto the space of gauge longitudinal
vector fields, i.e., the range of the operator grada : U s+1 →U s.
The operator 1−Pa is an L 2 bounded projector of U s onto the space
of gauge transversal vector fields, i.e., the null space of the operator diva :
U s →U s−1.
⊲ Both Pa and 1−Pa are pseudodifferential operators of order 0, and, there-
fore are L 2- bounded.
By computation,
P†a = Pa, P2a = Pa, Pagrada = grada, diva(1−Pa) = 0.
3 Yang-Mills bosonic spectrum
3.1 Gelfand triple of consraints
Let T ∞a ⊂ E ∞ denote the nuclear Frechet space of gauge transversal gauge
electric vector fields ea ≡ e−Pa(e), and T 0 be its completion in E 0.
The family of orthogonal projectors a 7→ Pa is a continuous mapping of
A ∞ to the algebra of bounded operators on E 0. Since for a sufficiently close
to ao the operators 1−Pa+Pao are invertible and PaPao = Pa(1−Pa+Pao))Pao ,
the continuous mappings PaPao : Pao(E 0)→ Pa(E 0) are invertible. Thus the
vector bundle T 0 of the gauge transversal spaces T 0a is a locally trivial real
vector bundle over A ∞.
Since the projectors Pa are pseudodifferential operators, the vector bundle
T ∞ of T ∞a is a locally trivial the bundle over A ∞.
Gauge invariance of the constraint manifold of Cauchy data under the
(residual) gauge group implies the gauge covariance of projectors 1−Pa, and
so of the bundles. Since a Hilbert bundle structure group is smoothly con-
tractible (see KUIPER[23]), the bundle T 0 is isomorphic to the trivial gauge
covariant Hilbert space bundle over its base: an isomorphism is defined by
a smooth family of orthonormal bases of the bundle fibers. All such trivial-
isations intertwine with the action of the residual gauge group. They define
linearly isomorphic global Hilbert coordinate charts on the constraint Cauchy
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data manifold C 0 ∼= A 0×T 00 along with the natural Gelfand nuclear triple
of real topological vector spaces
C : C ∞ ≡A ∞0 ×T ∞0 ⊂ C 0 ≡A 0×T 0 ⊂ C−∞ ≡A −∞0 ×T −∞0 . (23)
where C ∞ is a nuclear Frechet space of smooth (a,eo), and C−∞0 is the dual
of C ∞0 , with the duality defined by the inner product in C 0.
The assignment (a,eo) 7→ z = (1/√2)(a+ ieo) converts the real Gelfand
triple (23) into the complex Gelfand triple
CC : C
∞
C ⊂ C 0C ⊂ C−∞C , (24)
so that ℜCC ≡A and ℑCC ≡ To are its real and imaginary parts.
The complex conjugation
z∗ = (1/
√
2)(a+ ieo)∗ ≡ (1/
√
2)(a− ieo), z 7→ z∗ : CC → C−∞C (25)
The (anti-linear on the left and linear on the right) Hermitian form z∗w defined
on by C 0
C
z∗z ≡ (1/2)
∫
d3x (a ·a+ eo · eo) (26)
is extended to the anti-duality between C ∞
C
and , C −∞
C
. Accordingly, the no-
tation z is reserved for the elements of the former space , and the notation z∗
for the elements of the latter space.
3.2 Quantization
The nuclear Gelfand triple CC is a standard Hida triple of White Noise calcu-
lus (cp. HIDA ET AL[20]). Its canonical quantization (see, e.g., OBATA[24])
is a Gelfand triple with complex conjugation
(CC) : (CC)
∞ ⊂ (CC)0 ⊂ (CC)−∞. (27)
carrying the canonical representation of CC by continuous linear transforma-
tions of z and z∗ into adjoint linear operators of creation and annihilation
zˆ : (CC)
∞ → (CC)∞, ẑ∗ : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, (28)
ẑ∗
†
: (CC)
∞ → (CC)∞, zˆ† : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, (29)
assuming
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1. Bosonic commutation relation
[ζ̂ ∗†, zˆ] = ζ ∗z. (30)
2. Existence of a unique unit fiducial real state Ω0 ∈ (CC)∞ (aka vacuum
state) such that
zˆ†Ω0 = 0 = ẑ∗
†Ω0. (31)
3. The set of the coherent states
Ωz ≡
∞
∑
n=0
(1/n!)zˆnΩ0 ∈ (CC)∞ (32)
is total, i.e., if Ψ∗Ωz = 0 for all Ωz then Ψ = 0. Furthermore,
Ω∗ζ Ωz = eζ
∗z (33)
The S-transforms (OBATA[24]) (cp. generating functionals BEREZIN[2]) of
Ψ∗ ∈ (CC)−∞ and Ψ ∈ (CC)∞ and
Ψ∗(z) ≡ Ψ∗Ωz, Ψ(z∗)) ≡ (Ωz)∗Ψ (34)
are entire functionals correspondingly on C ∞
C
and C−∞
C
.
By the characterization theorems (see, e. g., OBATA, [24, Theorems 3.7
and 3.6]) S-transform is a topological linear isomorphism of (C ∞
C
) onto the
topological algebra with the point-wise multiplication of entire functionals
of the bornological order 2 and type 0 on C−∞
C
, as well as a topological lin-
ear isomorphism of (C−∞
C
) onto the topological algebra with the point-wise
multiplication of entire functionals of the topological order 2 on C ∞
C
.
2
The identities
ˆζ †Ω∗z (30)= (ζ ∗z)Ω∗z , ˆζ Ω∗z (33)= ∂ζ Ω∗z , (35)
imply, by (34), their adjoints
ˆζ Ψ(z∗) = (z∗ζ )Ψ(z∗), ˆζ †Ψ(z∗) = ∂ζ ∗Ψ(z∗). (36)
Henceforth we use Einstein’s convention for tensor contraction along con-
jugated continual indices:
Φ∗(z)Ψ(z∗) ≡ Φ∗Ψ. (37)
2Interpretation is mine. A.D.
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The bosonic quantization of the direct product
C : C ∞
C
×C ∞C ⊂ C 0C×C 0C ⊂ C−∞C ×C
−∞
C
(38)
with the complex conjugation (z∗,w)∗ ≡ (w∗,z) produces the sesquilinear
Gelfand triple (C). The corresponding coherent states are
Ω(z∗,w) = ΩzΩw∗. (39)
3.3 Operator symbols
Creators and annihilators generate strongly continuous abelian operator groups
in (CC)∞ and (CC)−∞ parametrized by ζ and ζ ∗:
e
ˆζ : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞, e ˆζ Ψ(z∗) = eζ Ψ(z∗); (40)
e
ˆζ † : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞, e ˆζ †Ψ(z∗) = Ψ(ζ ∗+ z∗); (41)
eζ̂ ∗ : (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞, eζ̂ ∗Ψ(z) = eζ ∗ Ψ(z); (42)
eζ̂ ∗
†
: (CC)
−∞ → (CC)−∞, eζ̂ ∗
†
Ψ(z) = Ψ(z+ζ ). (43)
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff commutator formula entails from (30)
e
ˆζ+ ˆζ † = e−ζ ∗ζ/2e ˆζ †e ˆζ : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞. (44)
Sesquientire functionals Θ(ζ ∗,η) ∈ (C)−∞ are uniquely defined by their re-
strictions Θ(ζ ∗,ζ ) to the real part ℜC∞ of C∞.
Normal, Weyl,anti-normal quantizations of sesquientire functionals are
the continuous linear operators from (CC)∞ to (CC)−∞ defined (in the con-
tinual Einstein’s contraction notation over ℜC∞) as
Θ̂n ≡ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ e ˆζ † , Θ̂w ≡ Θw(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ+ ˆζ † , Θ̂a ≡ Θan(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ †e ˆζ . (45)
The coherent states matrix element of Θ̂n at Ωv = Ωv(z∗), Ωu = Ωu(z∗)
(Ωv)∗Θ̂nΩu = (Ωv)∗Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )e ˆζ e ˆζ †Ωu (46)
= (e
ˆζ †Ωv)∗Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )(e ˆζ †eu) (47)
= (eζ ∗wΩv)∗ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )(eζ ∗uΩu) (48)
= (Ωv)∗(ev
∗ζ Θn(ζ ∗,ζ )eζ ∗uΩu) (49)
= Θn(u∗,v)ev
∗u, (50)
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where Θn(u∗,v) is the S-transform of Θn(ζ ∗,ζ ). Its restriction Θn(z∗,z) to
ℜC∞ is the normal symbol of the operator Θ̂n.
Any continuous linear operator Q from (CC)∞ to (CC)−∞ is, by Grothendieck
kernel theorem, the normal quantization of a unique ΘQn (z∗,z) ∈ ℜ(C)−∞.
Then, by (44), Q is also the Weyl and anti-normal quantizations of unique
classical variables ΘQw(z∗,z) and ΘQan(z∗,z). Their S-transforms ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ )
and ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ) are the Weyl and antinormal symbols of the operator Q.
Moreover, by (44), (45), and (36), we get infinite-dimensional versions
of Weierstrass transforms (cp.AGARWAL-WOLF[1, formulas (5.29), (5.30),
(5.31), page 2173]):
ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e−(1/2)∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQn (ζ ∗,ζ ), (51)
ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e−∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQn (ζ ∗,ζ ), (52)
ΘQw(ζ ∗,ζ ) = e(1/2)∂ζ ∂ζ∗ΘQan(ζ ∗,ζ ), (53)
where the Laplacian ∆ ≡ ∂ζ ∂ζ ∗ is the S-transform of the multiplication oper-
ator ΘQ(z∗,z) 7→ (z∗z)ΘQ(z∗,z).
Since z = (1/
√
2)(a+ ieo), this is the continuous Gross-Laplace operator
(see, e.g, OBATA[24, Section 5.3])
∆ = ∂ 2a + ∂ 2eo : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞. (54)
By (44) and (46), the matrix element of Θ̂an
(Φ)∗Θ̂anΨ = (Ψ)∗Θan(z∗,z)ezˆ
†
ezˆΨ (55)
= (ezˆΦ)∗Θan(z∗,z)(ezˆΨ = (ez
∗zΨ)∗Θan(z∗,z)(ez
∗zΨ) (56)
= (Φ)∗(ez
∗zΘan(z∗,z)ez
∗z)Ψ (57)
= (Φ)∗Θan(z∗,z)Ψ = Θan(z∗,z)(Φ)∗(z)Ψ(z∗). (58)
The latter implies
Proposition 3.1 The expectation
〈Θ̂an〉 ≥ inf Θan(z∗,z). (59)
An operator Q is a polynomial operator if its normal symbol (and then
the other symbols) is a continuous polynomial on C ∗
C
×CC, and, in particular,
belongs to B∞.
Equations (40) – (43) imply (cp. OBATA[24, Section 4.4])
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Proposition 3.2 Polynomial operators are continuous linear transformations
of (CC)∞ into itself and of (CC)−∞ into itself.
Furthermore, their operator products of polynomial operators are poly-
nomial.
The number operator N ≡ zˆẑ∗† : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞ and (CC)−∞ → (CC)−∞
has the symbols
ΩNn (z∗,z) = zz∗, ΩNw(z∗,z) = zz∗+1/2, ΩNan(z∗,z) = zz∗+1. (60)
The eigenspaces Nn, n = 0,1,2, ..., of N with the corresponding eigenvalue
n is the space of continuous homogeneous polynomials of degree (n-bosonic
states).
In particular, the constant vacuum state Ψ0 ≡ 1 corresponds to the eigen-
value n = 0. In general, homogeneous polynomials of degree n on a complex
vector space are functionals whose restrictions to finite dimensional complex
vector subspaces are finite dimensional homogeneous polynomials of degree
n.
The triple (CC) is the topological orthogonal sum of n-bosonic Gelfand
triples
N
∞
n ⊂ N 0n ⊂N −∞n , n = 0,1,2, .... (61)
3.4 Energy-mass bosonic spectrum of Yang-Mills bosons
The energy-mass functional (13) on smooth transversal Cauchy data with
minimizing a˘
Λ(a˘,e) =
∫
R3
d3x
(
(da˘− [a˘, a˘]) · (da˘− [a˘, a˘]) + e · e
)
(62)
=
∫ 3
R
d3x
(
da˘ ·da˘ +[a˘, a˘] · [a˘, a˘] + e · e
)
(63)
has no cubic terms since, by Proposition 2.2, the minimizing connections a˘
are divergence free. Thus, by gauge invariance, the energy-mass functional is
positive.
Henceforth we deal only with minimizing connections removing the ”breves”
from the notation.
Let the quantum Yang-Mills energy-mass operator H : (CC)∞ → (CC)∞
be the anti-normal quantization of the energy-mass functional Λ:
ΘHan(a,e) ≡ Λ(a,e) = Λ(z∗,z), ζ = a+ ie, ζ ∗ = aT − ieT , (64)
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i.e., Λ is the anti-normal symbol of H.
The expectation functional on non-zero (CC)∞ ∈ (CC)∞ of a polynomial
operator Q is
〈Q〉(Ψ)≡ Ψ∗QΨ/Ψ∗Ψ. (65)
Proposition 3.3 There exists a constant scalar field C on R3 such that the
expectation functional
〈H〉 ≥ 〈N〉 + 〈C〉, (66)
where N is the number operator (60).
⊲
(A) Let M be the operator with the non-negative anti-normal symbol
ΩMan(z∗,z) ≡
∫
R3
d3x ([a,a] · [a,a]+ e · e). (67)
Then, by (59) and (63).
〈H〉 ≥ 〈M〉. (68)
(B) Let bi be a basis for Ad(G) with bi · b j = δi j. Then the structure
constants cki j = [bi,b j] · bk are anti-symmetric under interchanges of i, j,k.
Thus if a = aibi ∈ Ad(G) then
a ·a = Trace(ata) = −aicki jalc jk j = aicki jalckl j, (69)
so that
[a,a] · [a,a] = aia jalam [bi,b j] · [bl,bm] (70)
= aia jalamcki jc
k
l j = ∑
k
(aia jcki j)
2, (71)
and the Gross Laplacian (54)
∆([a,a] · [a,a]) (69)= 2a ·a. (72)
Then there is a constant scalar field C such that the Weyl symbol of the oper-
ator M
ΘMw (a,e)
(53),(72)
=
∫
R3
d3x
(
[a,a] · [a,a] + a ·a + e · e) + 1/2 + C. (73)
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(C) The Weyl quantization of [a,a] · [a,a] is the operator of multiplication with
[a,a] · [a,a] ≥ 0 in the ”(a,e)-representation” of the canonical commutation
relations (cp. AGARWAL-WOLF[1, Section VII, page 2177]). In paricular, its
expectation functional is non-negative.
(D) By (60), ∫
R3d3x (a ·a + e · e) + 1/2 is the anti-normal symbol of the
number operator N.
Thus
〈M〉 ≥ 〈N〉 + 〈C〉. (74)
The propostion follows from the inequalities (68) and (74). ⊳
Operfator H is a polynomial symmetric operator with non-negative expec-
tation functional. By OBATA[24, Proposition 4.5.5], a polynomial operator
cannot be bounded on (CC)0. However, H has a unique Friedrichs extension
to an unbounded self-adjoint operator on that Hilbert space. Proposition 3.3
implies via the variational mini-max principle (see, e.g., BEREZIN-SHUBIN[4,
Appendix 2,Proposition 3.2]) that its spectrum is degenerate along with the
spectrum of the number operator.
To remove the degeneracy, consider the n-particle spaces N ∞n as elemen-
tary bosons of spin n. Then define the bosonic spectrum of H as the non-
decreasing sequence of its spectral values
λn(H)≡ inf{〈H〉(Ψ), Ψ ∈N ∞n }. (75)
Proposition 3.3 implies the enhanced titular
Theorem 3.1 The bosonic spectrum of Yang-Mills energy-mass operator H
is infinite and discrete, i.e., each λn(H) has a finite multiplicity.
The spectral values grow at least in the arithmetical progression:
λn(H) ≥ n + constant, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (76)
4 Signposts
4.1 Beyond Hilbert spaces
Almost immediately after W. Heisenberg’s (1925) and E. Shro¨dinger’s (1926)
formulations of quantum mechanics von Neumann (1932) and Weyl (1931)
created corresponding new mathematics.
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Von Neumann defined and named Hilbert spaces to honor Hilbert theory
of quadratic forms. He replaced the latter by (unbounded) self-adjoint opera-
tors on such spaces to represent quantum observables.
Independently, Weyl’s quantization rule converts classical observables into
partial differential operators. Following up quantization rules proposed by R.
Glauber, E. Sudarshan, et al, along with their formal calculus, were general-
ized by AGARWAL-WOLF[1]. Mathematically, the calculus is related to theory
of pseudodifferential operators. (see, e.g., SHUBIN[29, Chapter 4]).
Even up to this day quantum field theory has remained mathematically
challenged. Actually, P. Dirac was not fascinated with Hilbert spaces pre-
ferring his own bra-ket formalism inspired by duality principle in projective
geometry. Furthermore Hilbert space became a Procrustean bed even in quan-
tum mechanics with finite degrees of freedom. Instead, one may mathemati-
cally describe the bra-ket duality in terms of nuclearly rigged Hilbert spaces,
aka nuclear Gelfand triples based on A. Grothendieck’s topological nuclear
spaces (1955). Applications of the nuclear L. Schwartz triples S (Rn) ⊂
L 2 ⊂ S ′(Rn) to Gelfand-Kostyuchenko spectral expansion of self-adjoint
partial differential operators and to generalized random processes have been
initiated by I. Gelfand already in 1955. From that time the systematic re-
placement of Hilbert spaces with nuclear triples (aka nuclearly rigged Hilbert
spaces) became a Gelfand doctrine.
The white noise analysis, launched by T. Hida in 1975, acts on Gelfand
triples of Hida spaces of test and generalized functionals ( Dirac’s ket and bra
states) over Schwartz triples (see, e.g., HIDA ET AL[20], OBATA[24]).
4.2 Polynomial operators
An algebra of finite-dimensional pseudodiferential operators, introduced in
DYNIN[10], and refined by J. Kohn and L. Nirenberg (1965) et al, has become
a powerful tool for spectral theory of partial differential operators (see, e.g.,
SHUBIN[29]).
Originally, the symbols were the normal ones but J. Kohn and L. Niren-
berg noticed parallels with Weyl symbols. In physics literature the latter were
generalized by E. Wigner (1932) for quantum statistical mechanics, and then
by R. Glauber and E. Sudarshan (1963) for statistical quantum optics of new
born lasers. In particular, E. Sudarshan introduced anti-normal symbols. A
general theory of symbols (still in finite degrees of freedom and formal) was
presented in 1970 by AGARWAL-WOLLF[1].
In quantum field a mathematical theory of normal symbols was introduced
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in 1965 by BEREZIN[2]. By 1994 it was completed in the T. Hida’s white
noise calculus framework of Gelfand nuclear triples (see OBATA[24, Chapter
4]) where polynomial operators are prominent.
In BEREZIN[3] anti-normal symbols were interpreted as compressed mul-
tiplication operators (still in finite dimensions) becoming a powerful tool in
theory of pseudodifferential operators. A generalization to quantum field the-
ory was sketched in DYNIN[11]. In the present paper it is completely refur-
bished.
4.3 Quantization of non-linear systems
This paper combines I. Segal’s approach to constructive quantization of non-
linear hyperbolic systems (see, e.g., (SEGAL[27]) with the quantization pos-
tulate of BOGOLIUBOV-SHIRKOV[5, Section 9.4]).
The Segal’s program was to canonically quantize the shell, i.e., solutions
space of the partial differential system, rather than conventionally its classi-
cal solutions. The basic idea was that the solutions space is a ” differential
manifold” with a natural symplectic form defined by the Cauchy data. 3
It was suggested the symplectic form may be the Peierls skew-symmetric
form of solutions for the tangential linear hyperbolic equations defined by
their Green functions (see, e.g., [8]).4
Meanwhile SEGAL[28] established weak hyperbolicity of temporally gauged
Yang-Mills equations, so that the solutions space may be parametrized by
their constrained initial data. As shown in the present paper the constrained
initial data form an infinite dimensional Ka¨ler manifold (as suggested by Se-
gal himself).
The classical Yang-Mills energy-mass functional of the initial data is the
time component of the time-independent Noether’s energy-momentum func-
tional. In the first order formalism the Gelfand triple (24) it becomes the Yang-
Mills Hamiltonian functional of canonically adjoint test fields (a,eo). Note,
the usual constrains of the Hamiltonian (cp., e.g. FADDEEV-SLAVNOV[13,
Section III.2]) are resolved via the initial data trivialization. This leads to
various ghostless quantum Yang-Mills Hamiltonians, the continuous linear
operators on the test and generalized functionals on (24). A conventional
3For starters, he constructed Segal’s prequantization of arbitrary simply connected finite-
dimensional symplectic manifold, the precursor of the powerful geometric quantization.
4 SEGAL[27] prequantized arbitrary simply connected finite-dimensional symplectic man-
ifold, the start of the powerful geometric quantization.
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normal quantization may produce operators that are not bounded from below
even with non-negative normal symbols so that an infinite renormalization is
necessary (see, e.g, GLIMM-JAFFE[18]). The infinite renormalization via the
anti-normal quantization achieves the semi-boundedness of the expectation
functionals.
Furthermore, the anti-normal quantum Hamitonian has an infinite and dis-
crete bosonic spectrum.
Conventional quantum field dynamics looks for second quantized solu-
tions of classical non-linear equations with all ensuing problems of renor-
malization. Feynman integration over classical histories without far reaching
mathematical justification is just a notation for divergent perturbation series.
The series terms are computed via Feynman diagrams of bosonic particles in-
teractions. Essentially, this is a detour that is neither a field theoretical, nor
quantum mechanical.
Instead, following SCHWINGER[26] we consider quantum dynamic of clas-
sical histories z(t)∈C ∞
C
via the linear quantized Schro¨dinger equation for the
transition amplitudes 〈z(t)|z(0)〉 ≡ Ω∗z(t)Ωz(0)
d
dt 〈z(t)|z(0)〉) = −iH〈z(t)|z(0)〉. (77)
The equation has a unique solution in the form of a mathematically rigorous
anti-normal Feynman type integral over histories (see DYNIN[12]).
4.4 Physics relations
I. Segal’s worked on his paper [27] during his stay at the University of Copen-
hagen (1959) in the footsteps of W. Heisenberg announcement (1958) of his
universal purely non-linear theory of self-interaction of quantum spinor fields.
Segal’s goal was to overcome mathematical defects of Heisenberg ’s work.
A similar approach (based on supersymmetric Peierls-Poisson bracket)
was undertaken by the physicist B. DeWitt whose lifework was has been sum-
marized in two volumes DEWITT[8]. This monograph has rich contents but is
not mathematically rigorous.
Segal himself never saw a mathematical completion of his program but
was instrumental in igniting the Cauchy problem theory for classical Yang-
Mills fields (seeSEGAL[28]).
Recent physical papers by FRASCA[14] and KHOLODENKO[22] gave in-
tricate Higgsless arguments for existence of a positive mass gap in QCD. Un-
20
fortunately, neither gave a complete argument for the mathematical existence
of quantum Yang-Mills theory.
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